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The Use of a Linkage AnalYsis

as an Investigative Tool and
Evidential Mat.rial in Serial
Offenses
Gerard Labrcchngne

or as long as investigators have been investigating crimes of

a serial nature, whether murders, rapes, bank robberies' or

burglaries, they have had to deal with the problem of deciding which

cases are linked to the same offender(s). With the development of

the forensic sciences, this task has become easier for the investigator.

Fingerprints, DNA' fiber comparison, closed-circuit television' tool

marks, ballistics, soil profiles, shoe and tire imprints, and bite marks

are just some of the ways in which an offender can be linked to one or

more crimes, or in which crimes can be linked to each other' A more

recent method of linking crimes to one offender has been the use of a

linkage analysis, which focuses not on the hard forensic sciences but

instead on the behavior of the offender when committing a crime or

series of crimes.
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A linkage analysis, sometimes referred to as comparative case analysis (Benneil
& Canteq 2002;Merry,2000), is useful in rwo regards. First, during the investigation
phase of a crime, it helps investigators decide which crimes to include or exclude from
an investigation into the series, or how to focus their search for other similar crimes
previously committed, possibly in neighboring areas. Second, the analysis can be pre-
sented as evidence in court to demonstrate that a single offender is responsible for
the commission of a number of crimes when hard forensic evidence may be lacking in
certain instances of those crimes.

WHAT 
'5 

LINKAGE ANALYSIS?

Hazelwood and Warren (2003) describe linkage analysis as a form of behavioral analr--
sis used to determine whether a series of crimes was committed by one offender. Th=
analysis integrates information from various aspects of the offender's crime pattern.
including the modus operandi (MO), the ritual or fantasy-based behaviors exhibired.
and the signarure or unique combination of behaviors exhibited by the offender dur-
ing the crimes. The individual(s) performing the linkage analysis engages in five as-
sessment procedures: (1) obtaining data from multiple sources, (2) reviewing the dat.
and identifizing significant features of each crime alross rhe series, (3) classifizing th.
significant fearures as either MO andlor ritualistic, (4) comparing the combinarion oa
MO and ritual/fantasy-based features across the series to determine if a signature er-
ists, and (5) compiling a written reporr highlighting the findings.

However, Hazelwood and Warren (2003) do not include anorher valuable aspect c,:
an offender's behavior that can be useful in its own right for linking cases, rhat of geo-
graphicbehavior.Variousauthors(e.g.,Canteq 2003,2004brRossrno, 1995,1997,200(,
have written about the geographic behavior of serial criminals, albeit serial murderer..
serial rapists, or serial house burglars. Besides the implications for determining the ot-
fender's anchor point, such as a place of residence or employ.ment, the close proximin c:
crime scenes to each other can also be used as a linkage factor (see Keppel, i995). It is th.
author's experience that many of the assumptions about geographic patterns of behar-ic,:
hold true in the South African context. This sentiment is shared by Hodgskiss (2004) r:
his research into South Afiican serial murder. It is also not clear from Hazelwood an,:
Warren (2003) the part that victimology plays in a linkage analysis.

Keppel (1995,2000a; Keppel & Birnes,2009; Keppel & weis,2004) refers to.
signature analysis. Signature is seen by Keppel as the offender's unique personal expre:-
sion on the crime scene, the actions that go beyond what is necessary to commit a crim.
(Douglas & Munn, 1992b; Geberth, 2003; Keppel, rgg5). Keppel (2000b) further d.-
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scribes the signature as the offender's personal expression, or an imprint that he or she

feels psychologically compelled to leave at a crime scene. Examples he lists are mutila-

tion, overkill, carving on the body, leaving messages, positioning the body, posffnortem

activity, or forcing the victim to respond verbally in a specific fashion (Keppel, 2000b).

Keppel regards MO as the behaviors that allow the offender to commit the crime suc-

."rrfully and escape detection. Hazelwood and Warren (2003) seem to echo the senti-

ment on MO, but see signature as being made up of MO behaviors (if the combination is

unique enough) and/or therituaUfantasy behavior. Perhaps a shortcoming of a signature

analysis as proposed by Keppel, as opposed to a linkage analysis (proposed by Hazel-

wood and Warren, 2003) that encompasses signature commentary is that a signature

analysis requires behaviors "over and above" what is necessary to commit the crime. The

implication is that it does nor assess common MO behavior for linkage purposes (I(ep-

pel, 1995) that are perhaps unique in combinatioz with each other.

Irrespective of which approach is used, case linkage rests upon two main assump-

tions: (1) the assumption that an offender will display some consistency in his or her

behavior across a series of offenses and (2) the assumption that there is sufficient varia-

tion between offenders, allowing them to be distinguished from each other (Bateman

& Salfati, 2007; Woodhams & Grant, 2006). Grubin, Kelly, and Brundson (2001) state

that for any case comparison procedure to be successful, techniques are required that

will reliably recognize when similarities between cases are more than coincidental.

Establishing similarities necessitates:

. The identification of relevant offenses features

. Avalid procedure to compare offenses based on these features to determine the

degree of similarity between them
o A means to calculate the likelihood that any similarity is more than a mere ran-

dom event

Once similarities have been identified, it is essential to determine if they are due to

coincidence or other factors. For example, murder victims being found on their backs

is mosr likely not a unique-enough finding to use as a linkage factor. Grubin et al'

(2001) go on to state that once a linkage analysis has been done based on similarities,

further methods can be used to improve specificity. They advocate using temporal and

geographic information to improve accuracy. For example, if two similar offenses have

been committed at almost the same time but hundreds of miles apart, then it is not
likely that the same offender was involved, regardless of how similar the crimes.

It is essential to have enough knowledge of the crime being assessed to determine

if the behavior, or combination of behaviors, ip unique enough for it to have relevance

for linkage purposes. Linking of cases is therefore not a generic skill that can be ap-
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plied to any crime that the analyst is faced with. Expert knowledge of the crime isregarded as a prerequisite. This is especially ,"l"r.rrt if the linkag"e analysis irta u"presented in court as evidence.

WHY USE TINKAGE ANALYSIS?

A linkage analysis can have various uses depending upon the stage of the criminal jus-tice system in which it is used. In initial phrr"r, iJ"r, u. used as a stand_arone reporraiSed at helping investigators sift through cases ro determine if a series exists andwhich past and new cases 
$ould be assigned to a task ream to investigate the series.while this could be a stand-arorr. ,.port, it is often, in south Africa, the first secdonofa broader offender profile (Labuschagne, 2003). secondly, it can be used at the trialphase during the presentation of the pisecution's case to ,rgg"., that certain crimesare the work of one individual. This application may help iik ,n. accused to othercases for which he or she is orr trial if some of the .rr", lr"k 

"y"*it r.r, and forensicevidence, despite the strikingly similar and unique marrners ir, *t i"t, the crimes werecommited' In south African couits, the pregiding officer at a trial can decide for him-self or herself, without expert evidence being presented, that certain crimes are uniqueand similar enough in nature and circumstance that the reasonable, logical conclusionis that one offender was responsible. A linkage analysis is aimed at assisring the presid-ing ofEcer to come to such a conclusion.
The linking of cases aflows raw enforcement agencies to act more proactivery inthe investigation and identification of serial .ri-"r,iJrr, .["*irrg limited resources tobe more effectivery ailocated. fu woodhams, Hoilin, and Bu[ (2007)state, the rink_ing of a series is useful in three ways. First, linking increases the amount of evidenceagainst the offender' Fach case might have limitei evidentially relevanr informarionthat, in isolation, might have rirtre i*pr", on the investigation,io*.rr., when put to_g"P*: like a jigsaw p.ozzle, thee finJings courd ,',,orrri to ,.iiar informadon that canhelp identifi, and convict an offender.
second, if crimes are suspected to have been committed by one offender, theycan be investigated together, rather than separa*ry, ,r;l;; i;rr." resources to beallocated more efEcientry. For_example, suppose there are firr! off"rrr", commimed byone offender, and each case is being in rertigated by a different investigator. once theoffender is arrested, each investigaio, ha, to charge the offender on his or her case,which means five courr appearances and coum dates running i;d.;.ra"ntry. This takesup the dme of five, instead of one, investigator.
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I, Third, after arrest, a linkage analysis can be used as similar fact evidence (discussed

,lrt.1. in this chapter) to help convict a serial offender. Some cases in a series may lack
lphysical evidence (e.g., DNA or fingerprints) or eyewitness evidence to link the sus-

$,r..t to the specific crime(s); however, due to an overwhelming similariry of all of the

ioff.nr.r, the only logical conclusion that can be drawn by the court is that the same

offender was responsible for all of the offenses. It is most logical that such evidence be

presented at the end of the prosecution's case, once all of the facts are before the court.

The linkage analysis forms a sort of "web" over the existing evidence that has been

presented, which may (depending on each case) include DNA, fingerprints, and other

traditional linking factors in a trial. It must be remembered that the linkage analysis

itself should not mention ot-her nonbehavioral evidence'

The use of a linkage analysis during an investigation should be seen as an ongoing

and not staric process. Invariably, investigators will not have all the information about

a case at the early stages after a crime has been reported. For example, in a sexual

murder scenario, investigators may wait weeks if not months for DNA results, autopsy

reports, and other forensic results such ad toxicology. In the South African situation,

this leaves investigators to make linkage decisions based on less information than is

ideal. Investigators tend to "cast the net" wider than might be expected in search for
other old, current, or future cases that could be related. Cases are often tentatively

included, the current case file contents are reviewed for firther details that might in-
dicate a linkage, and ultimately some cases may be excluded when further information

becomes available, or confirmed if results such as DNA become available and confirm

that the same offender's DNA is present.

It must be remembered that not every action taken by investigators will lead to

positive results. Certain lines of inquiry may be investigated that turn out to be dead

ends. It is often creativity or initiative that leads to investigative success, and academic

researchers should be wary of creating a situation in which investigators believe that no

investigative decisions can be made unless extensive research exists to back up the deci-

sion. Therefore rhe context in which the linkage analysis is being used is very relevant.

Nonetheless, when a linkage analysis is used as evidence in court, it must be able

to stand up to the requirements for admissibility. Linkage reports have been presented

as similar fact evidence in courts in South Africa, including State a. Sukude,2006, the

Newcastle Serial Murderer; State v. van Rooyen,2007, the Knysna Serial Murderer;
and State v. Nyauza, 2007, the Quarry Serial Murderer. In all of these South African
cases, the linkage analysis evidence was accepted and the accused was found guilty of
all of the murders for which he was charged. In one case (State a. Stander,2008, the

Port Elizabeth Prostitute Serial Murderer), the linkage analysis was provided to the

i.

i

-
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defense before the author's testimony, which, nearing the end of the trial, in part led to
the accused deciding to make formal admissions to the court rhat he had indeed mur-
dered the two victims for which he was charged, with the provision that the linkage
analysis then not to be presented to the court as evidence.

Keppel (2000a) refers to at least five instances in the United States in which a
signature analysis was admitted in murder trials, and their appeals, as evidence that
certain cases were linked. Keppel and Birnes (2009) also refer to a case in Canada
(Regina a. Burlingharrt,19S6) in which case linkage evidence in the form of similar fact
evidence was used as evidence in a double murder trial. He further states that signamre
analysis is "the only crime scene assessment technique that is accepted in court testi-
mony and appellate decisions" (Keppel, Weis, Brown, & Wblch, 2005, p, 14). Keppel
and Birnes (2009) list the following cases in which evidence was presented regarding
the similarities of cases:

' califomia u. Bogard'1996. Evidence was offered that the same person was re-
sponsible for a series ofsix rapes.

o New Jtftry a. Fortini,2000. Evidence was presented regarding the similarities
across a series ofoffenses.

'SoutbDakotaa-Anderson,lggS.Areviewofthesignatureaspectsoftwomurders
was offered at a hearing to determine if they would be joined for prosecution.

They also list a number of murder cases where linkage testimony was admitted at
trial and upheld under appellate scrutiny in the United States:

o Loaisiana a. Code, 1994
o Delaware a. Pennel, 1989
. California o. Prince, 1992
. Washington a. Russel,1994
o Washington u. Parker,2000

The legal principles and expert evidence used in some of rhese cases will be dis-
cussed in the following sections.

WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH SAY? IS LINKTNG POSSIBLE?

So far, activities or techniques that fall within the realm of behavioral analysis, such as

offender profiling, have often lacked a solid research-based foundation to supporr rhe
assumptions underlying these techniques. Linkage analysis, howeveE seems to have
a slowly growing body of empirical support for its claims. One field that has proven
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to be an asset in srudying this process is that of personality psychology (woodhams,

Hollin, & Bull, 2007). Fo, -rry years, this field of psychology has been *d41q
the consistency of people's behavior in nonforensic settings' Researchers in this field

have discovered that people have stable but distinctive ways of reacting to situations,

so-called 
,,if-then" contingencies (Mischel, lggg).This field acknowledges that while

people are consistent because of their personality traits, situational aspects also have

an impact on people's behavior and, therefore, consistency'

Much of the focus in linkage analysis is on similarities across different cases in a

series. This approach is based on the assumption from personality psychology that of-

fenders are consistent in the way they behave across their criminal activities and that

the behavior of one offender can be distinguished from the behavior of another. While

similarities are undoubtedly important in this process and can perhaps be regarded as

the "bread and butter" of linkage analysis, the author has experienced that changes

in offender behavior across offenses can also be vital linkage factors' This finding is

echoed by Keppel and Birnes (2009), who regard behaviors such as "increasing num-

ber of death-producing wounds from the first case to the last case" and "decreasing

number of defensive wounds from the first case to the last case" (p' 11)' Grubin et al'

(2001) similarly found that evolution across a series occurrs and that such evolution

can provide vaiuable information about whether an offender is in the early, middle, or

advanced stages of a series, an insight that could be factored into a linking algorithm'

This findingLs abo noted by De Wet (2008) regarding the serual behavior of South

African serial rapists. Similarly, Wentink (2001), who analyzed the first three offenses

of a sample of North American serial murderers, discovered that there was an evolu-

tion in the form of thematic differentiation; in other words, the offense behaviors

became more rhematically specific. Hodskiss (2001), who studied the offenses of 13

South African serial murderers, found that offense behaviors evolve as the series pro-

gresses, with an MO developing and becoming more thematically distinct.

This evolution in behavior is often due to the progression of an offender's behavior

across a series of offenses as more of the fantasy gets enacted upon subsequent victims,

or as the offender becomes more effective in committing the crimes due to experience

and confidence. It is incorrect to describe these findings purely as changes in behavior,

but rather as the acting out of more of the offender's original intention as the offender

"settles in" to his or her crime with each subsequent offense. Also, it is important to

note that changes do not occur in all aspects; for example, victimology may remain the

same, but specific behaviors may become embellished' These "changes" can be im-

porrant linkage factors. They can indicate "trial runs," as illustrated by the following

example that occurred in South Africa.

193
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An offendeq who eventually murdered an interior decorator in his home by means

of multiple axe and hammer blows to the head and kept her body in his bathtub for

a few days before finally leaving her nearly naked body along a busy highway, first

engaged in trial runs. His first potential victims, to whom he inflicted no injury, were

estate agents. Using a false name and a different cell phone numbeq he would make

appointments with them at houses they were selling' He would meet with them, pre-

tend to be interested in buying an expensive house, enjoy the treatment he received

from them, then leave without harming them or giving them any indication that they

were in danger. Just prior to the murder of the interior decorator, he met with his first

interior decorator, who came to his house to give him a quote for work he wanted done

to his house. She cut her consultation short after seeing a hammer in the bathroom,

which made her feel uncomfortable. This was the same bathroom where the murder

victim was finally attacked and murdered'

On the surface, there are many "changes" in the offender's behavior. For example,

he initially met estate agents at houses they were selling but later focused on interior

decorators who would come to his house. He did not hurt the first few people he con-

tacted; only the final victim, the second interior decorator who came to his home, was

attacked and murdered.
As Grubin et al. (2001) state, if behavior is to provide a means for linking offenses

committed by one offender, it must be assumed that at least some behaviors remain

consistent across the series of offenses, or evolve in a predictable way. This raises the

question, how similar must the behaviors be? And on what level must there be similar-

ity? "Micro" or "macro"? The offender in the preceding example changed in certain

aspects on a superficial, microlevel (e.g., from real estate agents to interior decorators)

and remained the same in other ways (e.g., female victims). However, he remained the

same on a thematic, macrolevel, using a con story to lure female victims in occupations

that required them to meet with potential clients in isolated circumstances. Nso, he

only harmed one victim, the final victim.
In another example from South Africa, during a series of five murders, in two cases

the offender made a small fire on the vagina of the victim. In another two cases, the

offender inserted objects into the victim's vagina; the first insertion was a small bag of
marijuana, and the second insertion was the investigating officer's business card, rolled

up and tied with a piece of the victim's hair. For the lifth victim, what the offender did

to the vagina differed (i.e., did not involve fire or insertion), but the theme remained

constanr-tampering with the victim's genitals-and this was the offender's signature.

Also, in that particular series, the victims were from three different racial groups, but

rvere all prostirutes, which was also part of the offender's signarure. Keppel and Birnes
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(200g) note that in their experience the serial prostitute murderers tend to be racially

indiscriminate in their victim selection' 
.eirens in 1945 who

Keppel and Birnes (2009) also refer to the case of William H

murdered two adult women tnd a 6-year-old child, and committed 26 additional

crimes including burglaries, assaults, and robberies. In the case of one of the adult

victims, he wrote on a mirror in the victim's home, "For heaven's sake, catch me before

I kill more; I cannot control myself," and in the home of the 6-year-old girl' he left

a,,ransom,, note (p. 22). Regarding the written notes, Keppel and Birnes state' "The

messages he scrawled *e." tf,e rrirorl ,"p."r"rrtadons of his attempt to manipulate oth-

ers, even though the wording was different in each note. It was not the acrual wording

of the notes or the writing 
"mediom, but his compulsion to leave notes that was the

signature" (P. 23). , -_" 
Brterr* and Salfati (2007) refer to two different approaches-consrstency m rn-

dividual behaviors and consistency in rhemes of behaviors. Consistency in individual

behaviors loohs for more unique, signature types of behaviors' Their critique of this

approach is that much of the literatur" o" 'ig"'*res 
is. not supported by empirical

smdies. However, other studies, focusing or, ,rp.",, such as geographic linking have

found consistent behavior in this ,"grrd llrrrrdrigan & canter, 2001; Tonkin, Grant'

& Bond, 2008). Others (Grubin et al., 2001) 
"*r*irred 

consistency in serial sexual of-

fenses and statistically developed four offense domains of behaviors relating to control

methods employed br.y the off".rd.r, sexual aspects of theoffenses, escape mechanisms

used by the offender to avoid detection, ,t d ,h" offender's offense style' Grubin et

al.(2001)foundthatthecontrolandescapedomains|1o*.dtobemoreusefulfor
linking purposes due to their consistenry. criticism of the individual behaviors ap-

proach highlights reasons such as the situationally dependent nature of such behaviors

(Bennel & Canter, z1;z),the victim-offender inieraction in contact crimes (Salfati &

Bateman,2005),andtheoffender'sabilitytolearnfrompreviousexperience(Grubin
et al., 2001).

The other approach is the consistency of themes. In this approach, investigators

examine "pools," or groups, of offender behaviors that all encompass the same ptytlo-

logical meaning, insie"d of i.rdirridorl behaviors displayed throughout the commission

of a crime (Bateman & Salfati, 2007).This approach partially negates the impact of

the criticisms leveled against the individual behaviors approach' Bateman and salfati's

(2007) research ,,ra", ihr, there is no evidence ro suggest that it is better to use one

approach above the other when linking murders'

woodhamsandGrant(2006)"*r*ir"dtheuseofacategorizatsonsystemfor
rapists, speech as a means for linking rapes. They discovered that the system demon-
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strated a satisfactory inter-rater reliability and could classi{, the majority (91%) of the
rapists'utterances in the sample, with positive implications for linkage. Other earlier
researchers also focused on speech profiles of offenders (Canter, HJritage, & King-
Johannessen, 1989; Dale, Davies, & Wei, lggT).

Other studies that indicate a measure of success for the field of linkage analysis
include those by Bennell and Canter (2002) and Green, Booth, and Biderm an (197 6).
Tonkin et al. (2008) found that in serial car theft spatial behavior, specifically th" dirtrrr""
between theft locations and dump locations, is consistent and distinctive. Woodhams,
Grant, and Price (2007) found support that linked offenses were significantly more
similar than unlinked offenses. Woodhams etal. (2007) found suppor, io1. *o oi,h" ,r-
sumptions underlying the practice of linking crimes, those of behavioral consistency and
inter-individual variation. Woodhams and Toye Qo07) found support for the hypotheses
of offender behavioral consistency and offender behavioral distinctiveness.

De Wet (2008) analyzed the MO of nine South African serial rapists who had a to-
tal of 7 5 victims. This research revealed that offenders were consistenr in their method
of approaching their victim' For example, five offenders always used a con story when
approaching their victims, and another two offenders used , 

"or, 
,,ory d*ori .rr"ry

ttme (94o/o and 89o/o of incidents). One offender used a surprise approach in 7 5% of
his attacks, while only one offender varied his methods of approach. Regarding crime
location, five of the nine offenders raped all their victims (in total 4g) outside. Three
of the others were consistent in rape location (90"/o , 86Yo , and. 7 5 

o/o of incidents). Five
offenders were consistent in only atacking victims during the day, no offenders took
precautions to hide their identity from the vicrims, ,rd orly one used a condom (once)
during his series.

other literature dealing with linkage analysis is provided by Hazelwood and War-
ren (2003), who describe the processes involved in linkage analysis; however, their
findings are based on investigative experience, not on a flrmal study. Similrrilr, th.
publications of Kepper (1995,2000a), Keppel and weis (200+),and Keppel ,rrd Bi.r",
(2009) are based on experience, while_ Labuschagne (2006) describes the process of
linkage analysis and its use as similar fact evidence in the conviction of a serial mur-
derer in the form of a case study.

INFORMATION REQUIRED TO COMPILE A LINKAGE ANATYSIS

Keppel (1995) lists the following as sources ofinformation when compiiing a sigrarure
analysis: police reports from the initial investigation of the crime scene, victim back-
ground, crime scene diagrams, e'idence ."porir, laboratory reports, autopsy reports,
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and photographs. Hazelwood and Warren (2003) refer to the gathering of "detailed,
varied, multi source documentation" (p. 587) and state that for a series of rapes this
documentation would be victim statements, police and medical reports, and, if pos-
sible, a commercial map depicting all the significant locations featured in the process

of the crime. For murder cases, they state that the following should be included: po-
lice, autopsy, and toxicology reports; crime scene and autopsy photographs; and, if
appropriate, a commercial map depicting all the significant locations featured in the
process of the crime.

Another tool that can be used when doing a linkage assessment is electronic databases

such as the Homicide Investigation tacking System GIITS) in use in Washington State
and Oregon, which also contains murder cases from other states and Canadian provinces
(Keppel & Birnes, 2009); the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program ff{ICAP); and
the Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System flfiCLAS) used in Canada and in certain
European countries. When certain unique features are noted at a crime scene, investiga-
tors can search these databases for cases with similar features for linkage purposes, or,
when at trial, to indicate how rare those features are, thus supporting the evidence that
the cases were most likely committed by one offender. This process is in essence similar
to investigators comparing crime scene fingerprints or DNA to similar databases for a

"hit" and then stating statistically in court what the likelihood is of someone other than
the offender having the same fingerprint or DNA Granted, linkage analysis is far from
having the same statistical reliability of fingerprinting or DNA. As Grubin et al. (2001)
state:

Unlike tbe ruatcbing of DNA saruples wbere comparison parameters are well es-

tablisbed, we haoe only a limited anderstanding ofwbicb oariables t0 cumpare, and
of wbnt czants as a good match befiiteen them, wbm searcbingfor releuant ffince
behaaiors. Just as important, we do not haae population base rates that will allow
estiruates of how frequently specific behauiors, or corubinations of behauior\ lccu,r -
In tbe absence of sucb base rates it is not possible tu ertimate tbe likelibood tbat a
particalar behauioral pattern relates to a single source. (p. 4)

However, if such databases are available and can be made use of either in the inves-
tigation phase or trial phase, then they should be. In the absence of these applications,
the databases are still of great value if used to request murder cases in the surounding
area for a set time frame before and after the murder, and to compare the characteristics
of those cases to the cases under review This is an activity often done by the author in
intimate partner murders where the crimes have been staged as a house robbery. The
author reviews house robbery cases before and after the incident in question, com-
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pares those features to the case under review, and comments on the similarity or dif-
ference thereof.

FACTORS THAT CAN INFLUENCE A SIGNATURE OR TINKAGE ANALYSIS 

-Hazelwood and Warren (2003) highlight factors that can influence crime scene behav-
ior and, therefore, what the analyst will see when making an analysis. They refer to six
observadons:

1. A crime scene analyst will often identifiz more MO behaviors than ritual be_
haviors.

2. All aspects of the ritual may not be present in every crime, depending on the
time available, mood of the offender, and external circumstances beyond the
control of the offender.

3. Some ritual aspects may not be recognized as such and may be attributed to
MO; they may only be determined as ritual upon interviewing the offender
after apprehension.

4. some elernents may function as both Mo and ritual. fprs up a victim, for
example, may allow the offender to commit the crime and flee the scene, but
the offender may also be sexually aroused by bondage.

5. Ritualistic behaviors may remain known only to the offender.
6' An impulsive offender may be devoid of ritualistic behaviors or even a clear

MO.

In South A-frica, due to high temperarures, bodies decompose quickly, and animal
predatory activitv is common in bodies not quickly discovered. tt is the arthor,, 

""p.-rience that most murder series occur outside, thus increasing the problems .egrrdirrg
a speedy discoverv of the body and the activity of predators. Keppel (lgg|)echoes thil
sentiment regarding decomposition and also comments that "ri-. ,".r" contamina-
tion will also affect the linkage analysis. One example of crime scene conramination is
when members of the public or even police offrcials cover up the face or whole body
of a sexual murder victim. If it is not made known to either the profiler or the person
compiling the linkage or signature analysis tliat the body was covered by someone
other than the offender, then faulty interpretations can be made regarding the rel-
eYance ofthe covering.

Certain types of crimes can also compound the difficulties associated with signarure
or linkage analysis. One example would be a muti (medicine) murder, corrmon to South
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Africa (Labuschagne,2004). As discussed in Chapter 8, in this situation, a person is in-
strrcted by a traditional healer to obtain a particular human body part, which is then to
be used as an ingredient in the concoction of a "potion" used to allow the user to achieve
a particular aim. The mutilation is enacted upon the instmction of the uaditional healer
and is not due to the inner psychology of the person commitring the murder.

In crimes such as rape or other sexual offenses, the absence of a behavior could be
a positive linkage factor @oodhams et a1.,2007); however, the absence of a behavior
in a victim's statement might be due to memory lapse. The behavior may not have
seemed significant to mention or the interviewer may have failed to ask questions to
elicit the information or may have failed to record the information.

It must also be taken into account that interpersonal crimes are an interaction
between an offender and a victim. Depending on how the victim reacts, passively or
aggressively, the offender might not be able to exhibit or act out all of his or her
desired behaviors. Other situational factors, such as the presence of passersby or wit-
nesses, might cause the offender to the prematurely terminate the crime. Such factors
may complicate linkage in that a crime that started out with the intent of being a
rape-murder might only end up being a rape or an assault with intbnt to do grievous
bodily harm. As a result of this alternative crime classification, investigators searching
for similar murder cases might overlook an assault case that could be the work of the
same offender. Similarly, an intended rape might end up being only an assault case if
for various reasons the offender did not go through with the crime.

unreported crimes can leave "grpr" in the offender's behavior. For example, in a
rape series, a victim may not come forward to the police to open a case. These gaps
might lead cases to appear very different; yet, if all cases were reported, then a logical
progression in behavior could be clearly seen.

Finally, certain information may not be available at the time of the linkage analy-
sis, or might not be made known to the person compiling the linkage analysis, either
intentionally or unintentionally.

Similar to this discussion is the concept of "linkage blindness," a term coined by
Steven Egger (1984). He says linkage blindness occurs when law enforcement agencies
are preYented from seeing, or make litde attempt to see, beyond their jurisdictional
areas of responsibility. He states that this concept is applicable to all rypes of "mobile"
crimes, including serial murders (Eggeq 2OO2).fu a result of linkage blindness, similar
crime patterns or MOs are not noted across geographic areas of responsibility. This
problem is heightened when these areas are managed by different law enforcemenr
agencies, but it is also seen in a single law enforcement agency that is very large, such
as the South African Police Service, which is a national law enforcemenr agency that is
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divided up into different management areas within a province, and between provinces.
As a result, certain cases that fall into the jurisdictions of different police statitns might
not all be identified as being the work of one individual.

Grubin et al. (2001) highlight certain practical difficulties in developing a linkage
system. These include consistent but extremely common behaviors, consistent but
extremely uncommon or idioslmcratic behaviors, variations in consistenql precision
of the description, victim response, the weighting of behaviors, evoludon of behaviors,
and the interpretarion of behaviors.

LEGAL PRINCIPTES UNDER WHICH LINKAGE EVIDENCE IS ADMISSTBLE 
-

Ormerod (1999) comments on the use of "psychological profiling" as evidence in court,
and some of the concerns expressed in that regard are relevant to the use of linkage
analysis in court. He refers to the use of a psychological profile as an aid for the pro-s-
ecutor to conduct a more effective cross-examination of the accused, in which event,
it is not playrng an evidential role but rather a strategic role. He further stares that a
psychological profile may, albeit problematically, be used to highlight to rhe court how
the accused fits the profile compiled during the investigation. The difficulties of its
use in a trial would be to overcome two laws of evidence: relevance and admissibility.
However, while psychological or offender profiles may have difficulty standing rrp to
cross-examination in court because of a lack of supporting research and their non-
specificity, it must be remembered that they are creared primarily as an invesrigative
tool (Gudjonsson & Haward, 1999; Labuschagne, 2003), not as evidential maierial.
This is similar perhaps to the use of a polygraph or Layered Voice Analysis during an
investigation to aid investigators in deciding on which possible suspecrs to focus, bur
the results of which will not be introduced as evidence in trial proceedings

The United States (on both the state and the federal levels) and countiies through-
out the world have tleir own legal systems with their own rules for the admissibiiiry
of evidence and requirements for expert or opinion evidence. In the United Strt"r,
some states use rhe Daubert (lgg3) standard, orhers the Frye (1923), and others the
I{umho (1999). There are also rhe Federal Ruhs of Eaidence for federal cases. Under the
Daubert standard, unless the testimony rests on a reliable foundation and is based on
scientificallyvalid principles, the judge may deem such testimonyinadmissible. Under
tfe Frye standard, unless the testimony offered reflects either a principle or discovery
that has gained general acceprance in a particuiar field, it shojd be excluded by th;
judge. The Frye test is usually reserved for testimony involving new methods or new
scientific principles from which conclusions are drawn. This was the test in the cases
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Delaware a. Pennel and Washington a. Russel mentioned previously' Under the Kumho

,tarrdrrd, "expertise that is f"usse and science that is j*ky" may be excluded by the

;rrig" ,. paft;f his or her gatekeeping function; thus, it is up to the judge to decide if

it is true science or not.

The Federal Rules of Evidence, specifically rule number 702' states:

lf scientifu, tecbnical, 0r ntber specialized, knowledge will assix the trier of fact to

und.erstand, tbe eaid.ence 0r t0 deterruine a fact in issue, a witness qualif'ed as an

exper-t by kruowled.ge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testifi thereto

in tbe firm of an opinion or otberrtise, f (1) the testin ,ny is based apon sfficient

fart, i, d.ata, (2) the testirnony is tbe prod.uct of reliable principles and metbods,

and, (3) the witness bas appliid the principles and. methods reliably to tbe facts of

the case.

These different requirements would undoubtedly affectwhether certain techniques'

such as a linkage ,.tdyrir, would be admissible. It is therefore essential to determine what

those requirements would be before applyng any technique, or appearing as an expert'

in a court of law.

An expert wifitess has primarily one role in the court: to provide the court with ex-

pertise noi typically within the knowledge framework of the court or j"ty' If accepted,

the court 
"dopm 

the expert's opinion as its o\Mn, as the court may not delegate its respon-

sibilities to another-".g., th" 
"rpertwitness 

(van der Berg & van derMerwe, 2002)' For

this expert testimony to happen, a person must be qualified as an expert by the court

because, as a general ,o1", opinion evidence is not admissible exceptwhen the witness is

in a better poriaio, than the presiding officer or jury to form an opinion. The opinion

of ,r, e"p"rt is admissible if it has evidential value and relevance' A person is qualified as

,r, 
"rp"ra 

by the presiding of6cer based on knowledge and experience' and ultimately

the presiding offi"", decides whether to accept or reject the expert evidence, or in a jury

sys;m, ,o ,ilo* it to be used as evidence during the trial' It is imperative in the linkage

analysis situation that the witness be not only an expert in the process of compiling link-

,g. ,rrlyr", and the supporting literature, but also an expert in the type of crime under

investigation (e.g., serial murder or serial rape).

The other principle involved regarding the use of a linkage analysis in court is that of

"similar fact" evidence, sometimes referred to as "other crimes" evidence' Other crimes

evidence was used in the cases Louisiana a. Code, Nnu Jersry a. Fortini, and Washington

a. Rrcselmentioned earlier, and similar fact evidence was used in R z. B (a sexual assault

trial) and R u. Burlingham (wo murder cases) in Canada' Generally, the courts will not

admit simila, f*.t *id"nce because the evidence is irrelevant to the facts at hand' An

-
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example of this is the use of previous convictions to try to convince the court that an ac-
cused is guilty of the current similar charges, due to his or her character. It is regarded as

irrelevant, as it cannot prove or disprove the facts at hand for the current trial.
The exception to the rule is if the evidence can contribute to the facts in issue.

There must be a logical connection or nexus between the similar facts and the facts in
issue. The greater the correspondence and the closer the evidence and facts in issue are
in time, place, manner, and nature, the easier it is to conclude that the required nexus
exists (Schwikkard, 2002). The relevance of the similar fact evidence will also be de-
termined by the strength of the other evidence available (Floffrnann & Zeffent, 1988).

Similar fact evidence is often used when an accused is charged with numerous crimes
that are of a similar nature and unique in their MO (Petherick, Field, Lowe, & Fry
2005), such as serial murder or serial rape where there is strong evidence of guilt, as

evidenced by DNA or identity parade, in some but not necessarily all of the instances.
Based on other similarities, the court may conclude that the suspect was responsible
for the other charges also, even without there having been expert evidence regarding
linkage during the trial. For other crimes evidence, findings that the accused had com-
mitted a similar, unique, crime in the past can be introduced as evidence. In Louisiana
u. Code (1994), the court stated the following:

Seaeral factors rTtust be ruet for eaidence to be considered as eaid.ence of modrc
operand,i: (1) there nrust be clear and conuincing eaid.ence of the corumission of
the other crimes and the defendantl connection therewitb; Q) the modas operandi
employed, by the defendant in botb the charged and the uncharged ffinses must be

so peculiarly distinctiae that one must logically say tbey are the work of tbe same

persln; (3) the otber crimes eaidence must be substantially releaantfor some otber
parpzse than to shlw a prlbability tbat tbe defendant comnaitted tbe crime on trial
because be is a maru of criminal cbaracter; (4) the otber crimes eaid,ence mast tend.

t0 prlae a nzaterialfact genuinely at issae; (5) the probatiae aalae oftbe extraneous

crimes eaid.ence must ounteigh its prejudicial ffict (p. 11)

Invariably, for someone to be indicted on a crime(s), he or she must have been
linked to the crimes in some or other manner, such as by DNA" fingerprints, or any of
the other traditional means by which an offender is identified. Without such evidence,
a prosecutor would most likely have declined to prosecute in the first place. A link-
age analysis is typically presented at the end of the state's case (in adversarial sysrems),
once all the evidence is before the court. In that sense, the linkage analysis presents the
final, overarching piece ofevidence, or the final"layer" ofevidence. Ideally, the trial
would proceed in the order that the offenses occurred, allowing the courr to follow in
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the footsteps of the offender's series. To present linkage analysis too early might result

in much of the information being regarded as hearsay, as the wimess would be testifi'-

ing about facts that have not yet been presented to the court and were not personally

experienced by the witness.

CASE EXAMPLE: THE NEWCASTIE SERIAL MURDERS

The First Incident

At 6 pm on Saturday, February !4,2004, a young black couple walked to a park bor-

dering the town of Newcastle in the KwaZulu-Natal province of South Africa' After

drinking a few beers, they decided to engage in sexual intercourse' While they were

"rrgrg"J 
in inrercourse, the offender crept up to them and struck the male on the head

*ilft , large rock and killed him. He pushed the male victim offthe female victim and

slapped th" f"-rl" with an open hanJ while she tried to keep him atbay. The qffender

then hit the male victim withthe rock a second time before dragging the female victim

away. When the female victim screamed, the offender displayed a knife, threatened to

stab her, and dragged her to a nearby ditch approximately 10 meters from where the

initial attack occurred, where he raped her once. After the rape, he told her to dress

and leave.

The male died at the scene at the same location where he was struck' The cause

of death was determined to be blunt force trauma to the head. There wefe no other

wounds inflicted on the murder victim. The bloodied rock was found at the scene, ap-

proximately 1 meter from the head of the deceased, who was lying on his back. He was

.lo,h"d, but his pants were unzipped and his belt undone. Nothing was stolen from

either victim.

The Second Incident

At approximately 11 pm on Wednesday, October 27,2004, at the same park as the

firstlnciden,, , yorog black couple decided to engage in sexual intercourse' The male

victim, a minibus taxi driveq parked his taxi in an open space' While engaging in

intercourse on a blanket next to the minibus taxi, the offender crept up to them and

struck the male on the head with alarge rock and killed him. The offender told the

female victim not to dress, displayed a knife, and took the female victim to the nearby

river, approximately 20 meters from the minibus taxi, where he raped her once. Af-

rerward, he rerurned to the deceased's vehicle with the female victim, took the keys

from the deceased's pocket, and removed rwo cell phones from the vehicle' The victim
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asked for money from her purse for transport, which the offender agreed to give toher' Thereafter, the offender set fire to th. vehicle ,ra R"i trr" scene without givingthe victim the promised money. The female victim then also fled the scene. The firequickly burnt itself out and did not cause any significant damage to the vehicle, leavingonly a burnt patch approximately half a meter in diameter irr"fro.rt of the first row ofpassenger seats.

The cause of death of the male victim was determined to be blunt force trauma tothe head' There were no other wounds inflicted on the -rrd.. victim. The male diedat tlte scene at the same location where he was rr*.r.nf th. of[ender. The bloodiedrock was found at the scene approximately 1 meter to*'th" l"ceased,s head. The de_ceased was found lying on his back, next to the branket he had praced on the ground.His shirt and shoes were on' and his pants were around his ankles. His underwear wasin place, with his penis sticking o.r, oi,h" top of his underwear.

Ihe Third tncident

rn the early hours of Friday, November 26,2o04,near the scene mendqned in the sec_ond incident, the body of an adurt brack mare *r, rorrra rt"sl f"",path by a passerby.Fre was wearing onry his underwear and a shirt. A shoe *.r?oorra approximate ry hatfa meter from his body. The pants and the other shoe were rot ro*a at the scene. Atthe scene, a large broodied ,o"k *r, found approximatery I meter from the deceased,shead' The cause of death was blunt force trauma to the head. No female victim cameforward to report any rapeor assault.

The Fourth lncident

At approxim ately 9 pm on Friday, January 7 , 200s, an adurt Indian male reft his rela_tivet residence with his sports bag contaiirrg 
T, personar b;i.;rg, He proceeded tothe park mentioned in the previo*us incidents. In the 

"rrty 
ho*r?f Saturday, January g,2005' he was found ,nconscious with severe blunt force oro-" * the head and a largebloodied rock nearby, approximately 8 meters away, down a small embani<rnent nexrto vrhere the victim was discove."d. He was foundLrrirr;; ,.ir"* t_shirt and brackjeans but no shoes. one shoe was found near the body. This scene was near rhe secondincident, between the rocations of the first and ...orrd in"ia"rt . e rarge roil of moneybelonging to the victim was found next ro his body. Ire was ot 

"r, 
a a hospitar by am_bulance and died 2 dayslater without ever recovering consciousness. His sports bag wasmissing from the scene. No female victim came forward to report any rape or assaurt.
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The State's Evidence

The state's evidence was strongest on the first two incidents. Both the rape victims had

pointed the offender out at either an identity parade (lineup) or a photographic identity

parade. lJnfortunately, there was no DNA evidence although a sexual assault crime kit
was taken for each victim. The state also had a member of the public to whom the ac-

cused had mentioned that he had murdered people in the park. This member of the

public alerted the police who then arrested the offender.

During interrogation, the offender admitted to murdering the men in the first

two incidents but refused to do a pointing-out of the crime scenes or to make a for-

mal confession to an independent officer or magistrate. (Recall from Chapter 8 that

a pointing-out is a formal police procedure in which the offender agrees to disclose

information relevant to the crime scene.) In South A.frica, a confession to a noncom-

missioned officer of the South African Police Service (SAPS) is not admissible as evi-

dence. However, the accused's informal confession to a member of the public that he

was responsible for the murders in the park was admissible.

In the last two incidents, there were no eyewioresses, survivingvictims, or physical

evidence linking the offender to the crimes. It was here that the decision was made, in
consultation with the Director of Public Prosecutions, to charge the accused on the

third and fourth counts of murder, relying on similar fact evidence. A linkage analysis

was then compiled in support of similar fact evidence.

Methods Used in the Linkage Analysis

ln this instance, the author was contacted shordy prior to the arrest of the offender by

the investigating officer for assistance in the investigation. The author is responsible for
assisting in all serial murder investigations conducted by the SAPS, which is a national

police service. The investigating of6cer, attached to a Serious and \tolent Crime Unit
of the SAPS, had identified the series. The author traveled to consultwith the investiga-

tor once the offender had been arrested. Later, the author submitted a brief report to

the Director of Public Prosecutions suggesting that the offender be charged for all four
murders and that the author would be able to testiSr in this regard. Once it was agreed

to follow such a route, the author compiled the linkage analysis report for trial purposes.

The following data sources were used to compile the linkage analysis:

1. Consultationd with the investigating officer
2. Post-fact visits to the crime scenes

3. Plotting of the crime scenes on a handheld global positioning system (GPS)
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+. overlay of the crime scene Gps readings in a high-altitude photograph of
the area

5. Examination of the police dockets, which included:
a. Crime scene photographs
b. Autopsyphotographs
c. Sworn statements taken by the police
d. Autopsy reports

6. Interview with the rape victim who was involved in the first incident
7. Experience with the research and investigation of serial murders
8. Scientific literature regarding serial murder, linkage analysis, and

signature analysis
Interviews were held with the offender but were not included as part of the data

sources for the linkage analysis for nro reasons: (1) the accused denieilthe accusarions
and, more importandy, (2) it was not the intention of the author to say that the ac-
cused committed the crimes but rather to give an opinion as to whether the crimes were
committed by one offendeE irrespective of who the court found gurlty of the crimes.
This sentiment is echoed by Keppel (lgg5) in his analysis of three females murdered
by George W Russell. Keppel states, "The analysis could not include any information
aboutMr. Russell or evidence aboutwhyhewas connected to anyone case,, (p.671).
The steps followed were similar to those suggested by Hazelwood and Warren izooll.

The Linkage Analysis

The linkage analysis report was strucrured under the following headings:

1, Aim of the report
2. Information sources
3. Key terms
4. Linkage analysis

5. Conclusion

The actual linkage analysis was based on the manner in which the crimes were
committed and the circumstances of the crimes.

Manner in Which the Crimes Were Committed

Tools Used to Commit the Crtme

The ofFender displayed a weapon brought to the crime scene and used a weapon of op-
pornmity (rock).
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In the first two incidents, the offender displayed a weapon (knife) to the female

victims; howeveq he used a weapon of opportunity from the crime scene, a rock, to kill
the male companion. In all four incidents, the offender used a weapon of opportunity
(rock) to murder the male victims. In each case, the rock was found near the deceased

with blood stains on it.

Cause of Death: Traumatic Heod lnjury

In all four incidents, the cause of death was traumatic head irj"ry leading to brain

hemorrhage. Serial murderers tend to keep to one method of murdering.

Method of Obtaining Victims: Blitz,/Sudden Altock

Serial murderers r1,?ically stick to one main method of obtaining their victims. In this

particular instance, the offender surprised his unsuspecting victims and attacked them.

All deceased died as a result of traumatic head injury leading to brain hemorrhage.

The postmorrem reports did not indicate any significant injuries to the limbs, which

would have indicated an escalation of violence or a physical altercation between the

offender and the victims.

Sexuol Theme

In the first two incidents, the offender engaged in involuntary sexual intercourse with

his victims. In the third incident, the deceased was found without his pants on.

Signature

Signature refers to a unique combination of events and behaviors exhibited by the of-

fender. This is often referred to as a "calling card." In these instances, it can be said

that the sudden lethal attack of adult males with a rock is the signature of the offender.

Further, the lack of theft of opportunistic items of value appears to be a signature of
the offender.

Circumstonces of the Crimes

Time of Crimes: Nighttime

In these crimes, the offender targeted victims during the nighttime. Serial offenders

often remain consistent in the manner in which they commit their crimes'

Geogrophic Pattern of Crime Scenes

These crimes were committed in close geographic proximity to each other' The dis-

tance between the location of the first incident and the location of the third incident
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(the two crime scenes farthest apart) was 1.2 kilometers. The distance between the

second incident and the fourth incident was 50 meters.

Victimology

The offender targeted two types of victims. His rape victims were black adult females,

and his murdervictims were adult males (three blac( one Indian). Serial murderers tend

to be consistent \ rith their victimology. Of serial murderers in South Africa, 40o/" include

victims of multiple races in their series, and.34% include victims of both genders.

Findings of the Court

The court found the accused goilty on all charges. The court referred to the testimony

presented to the court by the author and accepted it. The court concurred that the

crimes were similar and unique enough for it to conclude that the accused was respon-

sible for all the murders. The accused received five life sentences (four for murder and

one for the rape of a minor child), 10 years for the rape of an adult female, 30 years for

two incidents of robbery with aggravating circumstances, and 12 months for malicious

injury to properry. In South Africa, an accused is charged with each crime committed,

not just the most serious crime. While the offenses were committed in four separate

incidents, the sentences are served concurrendy.

CASI EXAMPLE: THE qUARRY SERIAL MURDERS

Background of the Cases

From January to September 2002, the bodies of five unidentified adult black females

were found along a small river near a highway just outside the city of Pretoria in South

Africa, near a township known as Olievenhoutbos. These five cases were initially in-
vestigated as part of another series of bodies found along highways, known as the

Highwayman series; however, when the Highwayrnan suspect, Elias Chauke, was ar-

rested, it was found that he was in jail for an unrelated crime during the time of these

five murders. Chauke was subsequendy convicted for five other murders. These re-

maining cases that occurred during Chauke's imprisonment were eventually closed off

as unsolved. Then in earlyJanuary 2006, two bodies of adult black females were found

approximately 2.8 kilometers from the nearest 2002body.This discovery sparked con-

cerns thar the same offender was again committing murders aker a 4-year hiatus. The

2002 task team was reformulated with the author as the head of the team. This series

was labeled the "Quarry" murder series due to the bodies being found in close prox-
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imity to a nearby quarry. FromJanuary to september 2006, a total of 11 adult black
females were murdered, and a l2thcase, that of attempted murder, also took place. To
date, only 6 of the 16 murder victims have been identified, a corrmon probiem expe-
rienced in South Africa.

The State's Evidence

In 8 of the 16 murder cases, there was evidence linking that offender to the crimes. This
evidence was in the form of either cell phone evidence in two cases (the offendel was in
the possession of two victims' cell phones), DNA in four cases (from vaginal swabs), or
a formal pointing-out of the crime scene in seven cases. Only one case had all three of
these evidential aspects. In the other eight murders, there was neither physical nor eye-
witness evidence linking the Quarry suspect, Richard Nyauza, to those murders.

Initially, the state prosecutor only wanted to indict the offender on the eight mur-
der cases for which there was one of the three evidential aspects, and on the aiempted
murder for which there was eyewitness evidence and circumstantial evidence ,olirrk
the offender to the offense. Negotiations were held between the task team and the
prosecutor about charging the offender on all cases. Eventually, the prosecutor agreed
to do so.

The Linkage Evidence

This linkage analysis differed slightly from the preceding Newcastle example in that
firsdy a linkage analysis was done on the five 2002 cases, then an analysis wa, dor" o1
the eleven 2006 murders, and finally an overall analysis of the 2002 and 2006 cases was
done in one report. This approach was due to the 4-year gap between the first part of
the series and the second part of the series.

Linkage Analysis: 2002 Murders

The linkage analysis was based on the manner in which the crimes were committed
and the circumsmnces of the crimes.

Monner in Which the Crimes Were Commilted

Tools llsed to Commit the Crime

The tools used were objects that can cause blunt force, but not penetrative, trauma.
No weapons were found at the scenes.
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Cause of Death: Troumatic Injury

In three of the five murders from 2002, the cause of death was blunt force to the vic-
tim's body (head and torso). In the other two cases, the cause of death could not be

determined by the pathologist at the postmortem examination.

Method of Obtaining Victims

It is unknown how the suspect obtained his victims, as none have been identified. Most
South African serial murderers use a con story to lure victims away.Itis highly likely
that this MO was used in these cases.

Sexual Behovior

In none of the cases could it be determined by medical examination that the victims
had been raped. There was, however, a sexual theme in four of the five murders, either
in the form of nakedness of the victims or semen found.

Signoture

In these instances, the suspect's signature can be described as targeting adult black
females and leaving their bodies out in the open, usually in or near wate! in close

proximiry to each other.

Circumstances of the Crimes

Time of Doy of the Crimes

This could not be determined because none of the victims were identified and their
last movements were therefore unknown.

Geogrophic Pottern of Crtme Scenes

The crime scenes were all extremely close to each other. The greatest distance be-

tween any two crime scenes was 1.3 kilometers. The closest distance between any two

scenes was 51 meters (the last two scenes of 2002).

Serial murderers tend to cluster their crime scenes together. The first two scenes of
2002 were slighdy farther out, with the final three scenes being extremely close together.

Victimology

Allvictims were adult black females. Serial murderers often tend to keep to a particular

victimology.
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Linkage Analysis: 2006 Murders

As before, the linkage analysis was based on the manner in which the crimes were com-
mitted and the circumstances of the crimes.

Manner in Which the Crimes Were Committed

Tools Used to Commit the Crime

In most of the cases, the suspect used weapons that were not left at the scene.

Couse of Deoth: Strangulation

The predominant cause of death was strangulation (5 out of 11 cases). In five cases, the
cause of death could not be determined at autopsy. One incident roward the end of the
series involved stabbing the victim. Strangulation is typically the most common cause
of death in serial 

.murder 
cases. South African serial murderers have been known to

alter their method of killing during a series. This inconsistency is either due to experi-
mentation, unforeseen events that take place during the actual murder (such as victim
resistance or the presence of passersby), or a change in Mo that leads to a change in
the method of murdering.

Method of Abtuining Victims: Con Story
Most South African serial murderers use a con story to lure unsuspecting victims. The
most common con story is the offer of employment. Both Evelyn Dube and Molline
Gunduza had come to Olievenhoutbos to sell metal pots and containers on the day of
their respective disappearances. They were subsequently found near Rossway errrry
with their wares near them. Selina Mahlangt had traveled from KwaMhlanga (Mpu-
malanga Province) to meetwith the suspect, who had offered her employment. Rosina
Mosvana last had contact with her sister informing her that she was in Olievenhoutbos
and that someone had offered her employ,rnent.

Sexual Behovior

Ten of the eleven 2006 murders had a sexual theme based on the crime scene, as in-
dicated by nakedness or partial nakedness, rape, or semen. Most serial murderers in
South Africa commit sexual serial murders.

Signature

The suspect's signature in the 2006 series was the targeting of adult black females for
sexual murders by means of strangulation and leaving their bodies in or around the
Rossway Quarry.
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Circumstonces of the Crimes

Time of Doy of the Crimes

In the cases where the victims have been identified, they all went missing during
the daytime.

Geographic Palterns of the Crime Scenes

The crime scenes from the 2006 cases were all close to each other, again, consistent

with the behavior of serial murderers in South Africa and elsewhere. fu with the 2002

cases, some of the bodies were found in or next to the Riet River-victims 6 and 8,

both unidentified, and victim 10, Evelyn Dube.

Five of the eleven 2006 bodies were found among the rocks on the perimeter of
the Rossway Quarry: victim 11, Molline Gunduza; victim 12, unidentified;victim 13,

Selina Mahlangu; victim 14, unidentified; and victim 15, Elizabeth Mabasa. Victims 14

and 15 were found at the exact same location.

The following victims were found in the field near the quany, in close proximity to

each other: victim 7, unidentified; victim 9, unidentified; and victim 16, Rosina Mowana.

Victimology

All victims were adult black females. Serial murderers often tend to keep to a particular

victimology.

Overall Report

Across both series, the suspect preferred adult black females. Serial murderers tend to

have an ideal victim. A category of victim (e.g., black adult females) is selected because

it has some relevance to the offender. Often, hatred is developed within the individual

for the victim group as a result of his or her own life experiences. Usually, perceived

maltreatment by women is the main reason for targeting this group.

In the 2002 cases, the offender committed his first two murders oudying, then

moved roward a central point, with the last three murders being within a very close

proximity to the Riet River (Thble 10.1). In the 2006 cases, the offender moved from
the river and field to a central point, Rossway Quarry. He therefore exhibited the same

patrern of moyement in both $e 2002 and 2006 series. The offender had three main

crime scene groupings: (1) near the N14 highway where the Riet River intersects; (2)

at the Rossway Quarry; and (3) near the golf estate.

In the 2002 series, the offender seemed to prefer using blunt force to murder his

victims. In the 2006 series, the offender seemed to have developed and preferred stran-
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gulation, although rhere was one incident of stabbing and one incident of strangulation

and blunt force trauma. This pattern of having more than one cause of death is not un-

cofirmon in South A.frican serial murderers. An offender may begin using one dominant

method and later use another, more satis!'ing method of murdering victims' There was

a hiatus of 3 years between rhe 2002 and 2006 series in which the events in the offender's

life could have led to his preferring a ne\M method of murdering his victims'

In all except the last murdeq there was a sexual theme, as described previously. A

sexual theme tends to be consistent in a series where the murders are sexual in nature,

as this has to do with the offender's inner motive for targeting his victims' In cases

where no sexual theme is observed at the crime scene, it is often due to a disruption in

the crime process, such as victim resistance or behavior, presence of passersby, or the

mood or temperament of the offender.

The signature in both instances tended to be the suspect targeting adult black

females and then leaving their bodies out in the open, usually in or near water, in close

proximity to each other.

Conclusions of the RePort

It is the opinion of the author of this report that the offenses referred to in this report

were commimed by the same offender. The uniqueness of the behaviors and circum-

stances accompanying these crimes are indicative of one offender and are unlikely to

be imitated by another offender in such a similar fashion, due to the psychological

motivation of such offenders. To date, the author has not come across copycat offend-

ers in the serial crime investigations that he has assisted on'

Findings of the Court

The trial was held in the High Court in Pretoria, South Africa' South Africa has an

adversarial system but no jury. Hence it is up to the judge, and his or her assessor(s),

to deliver a verdict and impose a sentence. The trial lasted 5 court days from start to

finish. In the end, the judge and his assessor (a magistrate) convicted on all counts for

which the accused was indicted. In the eight cases where there was no direct evidencE,

the accused was found guilty based on the evidence tendered by the author, with the

judge and his assessor relying on the legal principle of similar fact evidence'

In his judgment,Judge Murphy stated the following:

Tbe last issue tben is whetber tbe linkages are suffuient to eXablish that tbe ac-

uued is tbe perpetrator of tbe crimes of the rernaining 8 counts . . . wbere there
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is no other eaidence linking the accused. We belieae thfi sttch eaidence is incleed.
sfficient. Were we to reject it as insrfficieTzt we wonld in ffict be concluding, d.e-

spite the sn'ikingly similar gelgl.aphic, sigtatur.e and method eaidence, tbat these
aictims lattded irt the tuo -reries by sbeer coincidence or their killings uere the work
0f o clplcat killet' witb insider ittfor.mation regarding the geog,aphic profiling,
signature rmd m.odu,s operandi. The poxibility of srch a coincidence is remote in the
extreme anclwe accept the eaidence of Dr Labuschagte tbat a clpycat killer can be

safely rurled 01fi. Itz the restth, ther.efore, I find the accused guilty of all the charges
prffired against him in couttts 1-21. (State a.l,Iyauza, 2002, p. 49)

Case Number Victimology Location Sexual Theme eauss of Death
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CONCLUSION

Linkage analysis has proven to not only be a valuable tool for investigators of serial
offenses but also a useful tool during a trial as evidence. A growing body of research is
finding support for the hlpotheses underrying rinkage anr'iyrir. *m" the concept of
a linkage analysis has been understood and put into practice for investigatirre purpores
for decades, its application to ffial proceedings is relatively new. The rules of evidence
will determine if such an analysis is admissible, along with the author of the analysis
being qualified as an expert in court, depending onlocal legal requirements. In the
future, it might be more relevant for behavioral analysts to fo*, on presenring linkage
analysis testimony as opposed to profile evidence in the courtroom.


